Improved Space Forest: A Meta Ensemble Method.
The performance of the ensemble algorithms is related with the individual accuracy of the base learners and their results diversity. Individual accuracy of a base learner is directly related to the similarity between the original training set and the base learner's training set. When a modified training set by randomly selecting features/classes/samples is given to the base learners, the diversity is created but the individual accuracy is decreased. From this point of view, different ensemble algorithms can be seen as a selection between having more accurate but less diverse base learners and having more diverse but less accurate base learners. We propose a meta ensemble method named as improved space forest which adds generated and (hopefully) more accurate features to the original features. The new features are obtained from randomly selected original features. When the new features are more distinctive than the original ones, they are selected by the learners. So, the ensemble may have more accurate base learners. However, a different improved space is generated for each learner to create diversity. The proposed method can be used with different ensemble methods. We compared original and improved space versions of bagging, random forest, and rotation forest algorithms. Improved space versions have generally better or comparable results than the original ones. We also present a theoretical framework to analyze the individual accuracies and diversities of the base learners.